Messages Mum

LEARNER’S PERMIT AND P1 LICENCE DRIVERS

Hi, How far away are you?
I’m on my way. C U soon
Great love, I’ve got a roast on.
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A driver is four times more likely to be
involved in a crash while using a
mobile phone, even if it’s hands-free.

Using your phone while driving
You must not use a hand-held mobile phone while your
vehicle is moving or is stationary in traffic (e.g. at traffic
lights). You may, however, use a hand-held mobile phone
while your vehicle is parked.
A mobile phone may only be used while you are driving
to make or receive a phone call, provided the phone is
secured in a commercially designed and manufactured
mounting device affixed to the vehicle, or the phone can be
remotely operated.

Hey, i hope you’re not texting
while you’re driving??

Yes... but its fine, I do it all the ti...

FULLY LICENCED AND P2 LICENCE DRIVERS

You are BANNED from using ANY type of mobile phone
function while driving.
The mobile phone ban includes:
using hands-free mode including Bluetooth technology

If the phone is used via Bluetooth or a headset or
earphones without touching it, holding or resting the phone
on your body, you may touch the headset or earpiece to
operate the phone.
It is an offence to create, send or look at a text, video or
email and to rest the phone on any part of the body.

loud speaker operation (including listening to music)
GPS
text and video messaging.

Using a phone includes:
•

Holding the phone in your hand.

•

Operating any function of the phone.

Holding a phone includes:
•
These laws apply to drivers and riders of all vehicles.

Resting the phone on any part of your body.

These laws apply to drivers and riders of all vehicles.

For further information on road rules visit:

mylicence.sa.gov.au

To read the full legislation see:
Rule 300 Australian Road Rules – Use of Mobile Phones.

Disclaimer: These tips are not inclusive of all situations for
mobile phone use and are guidelines only.

